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Abstract

Study Design: A retrospective study

Purpose: The aim of this study is to compare the efficacy and outcome of vertebroplasty compared with unipedicular and bipedicular kyphoplasty for the treatment of osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures in terms of pain, functional capacity and height restoration rates.

Overview of Literature: The vertebroplasty procedure was first performed in 1984 for the treatment of a hemangioma at the C2 vertebra. Kyphoplasty was first performed in 1998 and includes vertebral height restoration in addition to using inflation balloons and high-viscosity cement. Both are efficacious, safe and long-lasting procedures. There is still a controversy about superiority of these procedures and assessment of appropriate and specific indication of one over other remains undefined.

Methods: Between 2004 and 2011, 296 patients suffering from osteoporotic vertebral compression fracture underwent 433 vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty procedures. Visual analogue scale (VAS), the Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) and height restoration rates were used to evaluate results.

Results: Mean height restoration rate was 24.16%±1.27% in the vertebroplasty group, 24.25%±1.28% in the unipedicular kyphoplasty group and 37.05%±1.21% in the bipedicular kyphoplasty group. VAS and ODI scores improved all of the groups.

Conclusion: Vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty are both effective in providing pain relief and improvement in functional capacity and quality of life after the procedure, but bipedicular kyphoplasty procedure has a further advantage in terms of height restoration when compared to unipedicular kyphoplasty and vertebroplasty procedures.
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Introduction

Osteoporosis is a common health problem that can have a serious impact on the elderly population. It is characterized by low bone mass density triggering debilitated bones that are at elevated risk for fracture [1]. Consequences of osteoporosis generally include vertebral, hip, wrist, and ankle fractures [2]. The frequency of vertebral fractures increases with advance in years. Lifetime risk of developing vertebral fracture over the age of 50 is 8% for females, while over the age of 65, the lifetime risk is 27% for both genders [3]. Approximately 750,000 new cases of osteoporosis are observed in the United States annually [4]. Osteoporosis and related complications like pain, incapacitated motility, spinal deformity, sleep disorders, psychiatric problems, and pulmonary complications have an unfavorable influence on public health [5].

Initial therapy for osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures (OVCF) are bed rest, orthotic devices and pain medication [1,6]. However, some patients fail to benefit from these treatment modalities and disease-related morbidity and mortality persists. Conservatively treated OVCF’s are cured with partially relief of pain and quality of life within 2-12 weeks [7,8]. Handling of OVCF’s, which do not respond to noninvasive management strategies and not lead to spinal canal compromise or neurological deficit requiring decompression and surgical instrumentation, is accomplished with two minimally invasive procedures, vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty.

Pain and disability associated with OVCF are treated effectively by augmentation of compressed vertebrae with percutaneous vertebroplasty or kyphoplasty. But there is still a controversy about superiority of these procedures and assessment of appropriate and specific indication of one over other remains undefined. The aim of this study is to compare the efficacy and outcome of percutaneous vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty and unipedicular versus bipedicular approach.

Materials and Methods

Between 2004 and 2011, 296 patients suffering from OVCF underwent 433 consecutive vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty procedures. General properties of the patients are summarized in table 1.

Patients with OCVF are included and vertebroplasty/kyphoplasty are used as an intervention in this study. Patients who included spinal cord and thecal sac compression were excluded the study. Complete physical
and neurological examinations and pain scores were verified. All patients underwent lateral and AP standing x-ray, thin slice computerized tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the compressed vertebrae before surgery (Fig. 1).

Preoperative and postoperative x-rays were reviewed and lost vertebra body height was calculated with this formula: Height of caudal or cranial adjacent vertebrae-preoperative height of the effected vertebrae/Height of caudal or cranial adjacent vertebrae X 100. Height restoration was calculated as; Postoperative fracture height-preoperative fracture height/100- preoperative fracture height [9].

Both vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty procedures were performed under local anesthesia with sedation. Patients are placed in the prone position and two C-arm fluoroscopies, both antero-posterior and lateral, were used during the intervention to get biplanar images. Transpedicular route was used for all interventions. For bipedicular kyphoplasty procedure, Jamshidi needle was inserted the pedicle of the fractured vertebrae. K-wire was inserted through the needle and needle was replaced by working cannula and biopsy was taken and bone was drilled. After that inflatable balloon was inserted the vertebrae. Mean procedure time per level was 10 minutes. For vertebroplasty and unipedicular kyphoplasty procedures, Jamshidi needle was inserted the left side of the fractured vertebrae. Injection of the cement was observed real time by two C-arm fluoroscopies.

Percutaneous vertebrae augmentation intervention was performed for the treatment of OVCF, in whom, 4 weeks of conservative therapy with the oral administration of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and supportive orthosis had failed. Early augmentation is indicated to the patients who had inability to mobilize and had fractures less likely improve with conservative treatment modalities such as thoracolumbar junction fractures.

The selection criteria for intervention groups were determined by the changes in the government health insurance subsidization policy. During a seven-year period only one of the three given procedures was subsidized at a given time by the government. Therefore, the procedure of choice was dictated by subsidization policy at the date of admission, which in turn created three completely randomized patient groups consecutively in seven years. In our opinion this situation decreased the chance of selection bias. These groups were: bipedicular kyphoplasty, unipedicular kyphoplasty and vertebroplasty.

The decision of the indication between uni and bipedicular approach was made according to the variety of the vertebral fracture individually. If unilateral pedicular impairment or pedicle asymmetry were observed, unipedicular approach was selected. Furthermore, when the fracture delineation expanded to the both half
of the vertebral body on axial computerized tomography images, unipedicular approach was also carried out. Age, gender, preoperative t-scores and mean injury time of the patients were analyzed. For every effected level compression and height restoration rates and amount of injected cement were recorded. Lateral standing x-ray was used to measure the compression and height restoration rates. Postoperative x-rays were performed one day after the surgery.

Of the 296 patients, 200 were subjected to kyphoplasty and 96 to vertebroplasty procedures. 116 kyphoplasty procedures were performed via unipedicular approach and 84 via bipedicular approach. All 96 of the vertebroplasty procedures were performed via unipedicular approach.

Pain scores were recorded for all patients using the VAS preoperatively, postoperatively, at the 1st day, 6th month and 1st year. Oswestry Disability Index was calculated to measure patients’ permanent functional disability preoperatively and postoperatively at the 6th month and 1st year [10]. Statistical analysis of the VAS and ODI values and height restoration rates was performed to compare the vertebroplasty, unipedicular kyphoplasty and bipedicular kyphoplasty groups. Patients, whom multiple procedures were performed in a group, mean VAS and ODI values before and after each intervention, were calculated and statistical analyses were performed depending on these values. By this means VAS and ODI values were analyzed depending on the number of the patients and height restoration rates are analyzed depending on the number of the procedure.

Friedman two-way analysis of variance by ranks evaluated differences among four evaluation points for VAS and ODI scores. When the p-value from the Friedman test statistics was statistically significant, multiple comparison test was used to know which frequency band differed from which others [11]. Comparison among thoracolumbar injured vertebrae levels was assessed by chi-square test. The groups were compared with respect to the VAS and ODI scores by nonparametric analyses of longitudinal data in factorial analysis (F1-LD-F1 design) [12]. P-values less than 0.05 were considered significant. SPSS for Windows 11.5 and R version 2.13.1 were used for the statistical analyses.

Results

137 vertebroplasties were performed in 96 patients and 296 kyphoplasties were performed in 200 patients. All of the vertebroplasty procedures were performed with unipedicular approach, while 84 kyphoplasty patients were treated with a bipedicular approach and 116 kyphoplasty patients with a unipedicular approach. 187 patients received single and 109 patients received multiple procedures. Distribution of
treated levels for groups were; between T5-L5 for vertebroplasty, between T4-L5 for unipedicular kyphoplasty and between T4-L5 for bipedicular kyphoplasty.

The 296 patients ranged in age from 43 to 87 years (mean 61.1, median 57±9.6 years). Of all patients, 180 (60.8%) were female and 116 (29.2%) were male. The mean t-score was -2.48 in all patients, -2.45 in the vertebroplasty group, -2.49 in unipedicular kyphoplasty group, and -2.48 in the bipedicular kyphoplasty group. The mean injury time before the intervention was 23.38 months in all patients, 22.91 months in the vertebroplasty group, 23.88 months in the unipedicular kyphoplasty group, and 23.44 months in the bipedicular kyphoplasty group. The mean follow-up was 42.2 months in all patients, 42.9 months in the vertebroplasty group, 41.8 months in the unipedicular kyphoplasty group, and 43.4 months in the bipedicular kyphoplasty group. There were no statistically significant differences between three groups in terms of age, gender, t-score, mean injury time before the intervention and follow-up time.

Osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures were observed most commonly at the T12 and L1 level; the fracture ratio decreased thereafter as the levels extended to T1 to L5. These findings were statistically significant (p<0.05) (Fig. 2).

In the vertebroplasty group, the mean VAS decreased from 8.3 preoperatively to 2.8 on the 1st day postoperatively, 2.96 at the 6th month and 2.78 at the 1st year. In the unipedicular kyphoplasty group, the mean VAS decreased from 8.3 preoperatively to 2.76 on the 1st day postoperatively, 2.85 at the 6th month and 2.84 at the 1st year. In the bipedicular kyphoplasty group, the mean VAS decreased from 8.27 preoperatively to 2.70 on the 1st day postoperatively, 2.79 at the 6th month and 2.66 at the 1st year. In the vertebroplasty group, the mean ODI scores decreased from 74.42 preoperatively to 35.31 at the 6th month postoperatively and 26.56 at the 1st year. In the unipedicular kyphoplasty group, the mean ODI scores decreased from 73.45 preoperatively to 35.7 at the 6th month postoperatively and 26.25 at the 1st year. In the bipedicular kyphoplasty group, the mean ODI scores decreased from 73.80 preoperatively to 36.13 at the 6th month postoperatively and 26.01 at the 1st year. The preoperative outcome scores between the three groups did not show any statistical difference. All three groups showed a statistically significant decrease in both VAS (1st day (p<0.001), 6th month and 1st year postoperatively) and ODI scores (6th month and 1st year postoperatively, p<0.001). There was no statistical difference between the unipedicular kyphoplasty, bipedicular kyphoplasty and vertebroplasty groups with regard to VAS values (p>0.05). There was also no statistical difference between the unipedicular kyphoplasty, bipedicular kyphoplasty and vertebroplasty
groups with regard to ODI scores neither (p>0.05), (Fig. 3,4). There were no gender differences in outcomes (p>0.05).

The mean compression rate was 41% in all patients, 40% in the vertebroplasty group 40% in the unipedicularkyphoplasty group, and 41% in the bipedicularkyphoplasty group. There was no statistical difference between the groups in terms of compression rate. The mean amount of cement injected was 2.9 cm³ (range 1.0-6.2 cm³) in the vertebroplasty group, 1.5 cm³ (range 0.75-3.1 cm³) in the unipedicular kyphoplasty group and 3.0 cm³ (range 1.75-4.9 cm³) in the bipedicular kyphoplasty group. The mean height restoration rate was 24.16%±1.27% in the vertebroplasty group, 24.25%±1.28% in the unipedicular kyphoplasty group and 37.05%±1.21% in the bipedicular kyphoplasty group. There was no statistical difference between the unipedicular kyphoplasty and vertebroplasty groups with regard to height restoration rates (p>0.05). However, differences were statistically significant with regard to height restoration between the vertebroplasty and bipedicular kyphoplasty groups (p<0.001) and between the unipedicular and bipedicular kyphoplasty groups (p<0.001) (Fig. 5).

The majority of the complications in the procedures were due to cement extravasation. There were 11 cases of cement extravasation in the vertebroplasty group 9.0%, 13 cases in the unipedicular kyphoplasty group 7.2% and 9 cases in the bipedicular kyphoplasty group 7.7%. The cement extravasation was observed most commonly into the intradiscal space, and then anterior or lateral to the vertebral body. There was no cement leakage into the spinal canal or neural foramen in our cases. The cement extravasation rates between the three groups did not show any statistical difference. There were 4 cases of adjacent vertebral fracture in the vertebroplasty group (2.4%), 4 cases in the unipedicular kyphoplasty group (3.4%) and 2 cases in the bipedicular kyphoplasty group (2.3%). There was no statistical difference between the groups in terms of adjacent vertebral fracture (p>0.05). No mortality, infection or pulmonary embolism was observed in our cases.

Discussion

Vertebral compression fractures are the most frequently observed complication and leading cause of morbidity and mortality of geriatric patients [4]. The fractures commonly occur in the mid-thoracic, low thoracic and high lumbar areas, and mostly at the thoracolumbar junction, especially L1 [13]. In our study,
the levels most vulnerable to osteoporotic compression fractures were T12 and L1, and the differences were statistically significant.

Initial therapy for OVCF’s are, sustained bracing and prolonged bed rest and pharmacologically with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, narcotic medication and anti-resorptive therapy [1,6]. Some patients fail to benefit from these treatment modalities, and the disease-related morbidity persists. The pain and incapacity resulting from osteoporotic vertebral fractures demanded the development of new treatment modalities for effective therapy [14,15].

Two related techniques were developed to regain vertebral body height and function and to decrease pain and incapacity: percutaneous vertebroplasty, in which cement is inserted into the vertebral body to reinforce the fractured bone; and kyphoplasty, a modification of vertebroplasty in which a balloon is inserted and inflated in a compressed vertebral body, reestablishing the compressed bone’s height. Reported clinical studies about outcomes showed similar results in terms of pain and functional status improvement both for vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty [16,17,18]. Like previous studies both pain scores and functional outcome measurements showed significant improvement in our study. When compared to conservative therapy, these procedures are effective, long lasting and safe complications with acceptable complication rates, without doubt. While comparing these two procedures, main controversy is not about efficacy and safety; it is about stating a specific indication for one over the other. Thus a competitive environment has risen between these procedures.

Although the biomechanical forces of compressed vertebrae sustain anterior collapse, we used anterior height for observing the height restoration rate after the intervention because of undemanding prediction of preillness vertebral height. After establishing an unremarkable difference between the unipedicular and bipedicular approaches concerning height restoration rates in cadaveric studies, authors compared both unipedicular and bipedicular kyphoplasty for painful osteoporotic vertebral fractures, and reported that these two approaches result in the same acceptable clinical consequences despite the fact that bipedicular kyphoplasty is more efficacious in height restoration [19]. Some authors also reported that, vertebroplasty is also effective in terms of height restoration in selected patients [20,21]. Time of admission was stated as a primer determiner for height restoration. In our study, patients were received interventions consecutively with the statistically same mean admission time. Bipedicular kyphoplasty group showed 37.5% height restoration and results were similar with previous studies [9,19] but unipedicular kyphoplasty and vertebroplasty group showed 24.25% and 24.16% respectively.
In terms of complications, both vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty are safe procedures. Cement leakage is the most commonly observed complications of these interventions. Recent studies showed approximately 10% of cement leakage [9,13,22]. Similarly with these studies, overall cement leakage rate was 7.6% and all were asymptomatic. This study confirms that both unipedicular and bipedicular kyphoplasty related with low rate of cement leakage than the vertebroplasty, but the difference was not statistically significant.

In our study, we compared the outcomes of unipedicular kyphoplasty, unipedicular vertebroplasty and bipedicular kyphoplasty in treating painful osteoporotic vertebral compression fractures with regard to VAS, ODI scores and height restoration rates. Each group achieved satisfactory clinical outcomes according to VAS and ODI scores, and there were no statistical differences between the three groups after surgery. In our knowledge, no studies have clinically compared unipedicular kyphoplasty, unipedicular vertebroplasty and bipedicular kyphoplasty. Our results indicated that while all three groups achieved significant vertebral height restoration separately, bipedicular kyphoplasty is more successful in height restoration, with a statistically significant difference in comparison with the other two groups.

**Conclusion**

Vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty, regardless of bipedicular or unipedicular approach, are both effective in providing pain relief and improvement in functional capacity and quality of life after the procedure. The study concludes that, given the benefits of a unipedicular approach in connection with pedicle cannulation risk, surgery time, radiation exposure, and cost, unipedicular balloon kyphoplasty can be used as an alternative treatment for patients with OVCFs. The bipedicular kyphoplasty procedure has a further advantage in terms of height restoration when compared to unipedicular kyphoplasty and vertebroplasty procedures.
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Table and Figure Legends

Table 1: General properties of the patients

Figure 1: a. Lateral X-ray view of unipedicular kyphoplasty, b. Lateral X-ray view of bipedicular kyphoplasty

Figure 2: Distribution of the affected levels

Figure 3: Preoperative, 1st day, 6th month and 1st year VAS

Figure 4: Preoperative, 1st day, 6th month and 1st year ODI scores

Figure 5: Compression and height restoration rates
Fig. 5
Fig. 6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vertebroplasty</th>
<th>Unipedicular Kyphoplasty</th>
<th>Bipedicular Kyphoplasty</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td>57±10</td>
<td>57±9.4</td>
<td>58±9.8</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender (f/m)</strong></td>
<td>50/46</td>
<td>73/43</td>
<td>51/33</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean t score</strong></td>
<td>-2.45</td>
<td>-2.49</td>
<td>-2.48</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean injury time (months)</strong></td>
<td>22.91</td>
<td>23.88</td>
<td>23.44</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean follow-up (months)</strong></td>
<td>42.90</td>
<td>41.80</td>
<td>43.40</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean VAS Score (preoperative)</strong></td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean VAS Score (postoperative)</strong></td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td><strong>&gt;0.05</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean ODI (preoperative)</strong></td>
<td>74.42</td>
<td>73.45</td>
<td>73.80</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean ODI (postoperative 1 year)</strong></td>
<td>26.56</td>
<td>26.25</td>
<td>26.01</td>
<td><strong>&gt;0.05</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean compression rate (%)</strong></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean height restoration rate (%)</strong></td>
<td>24.16±1.27</td>
<td>24.25±1.28</td>
<td>37.05±1.21</td>
<td>#&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Difference between groups
**Difference between pre and postoperative values
***Difference between vertebroplasty and unipedicular kyphoplasty
****Difference between vertebroplasty and bipedicular kyphoplasty
####Difference between unipedicular and bipedicular kyphoplasty